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BACKGROUND

An expert online workshop took place on 1 December 2022 that explored the use of money or value transfer services (MVTS) by non-governmental organisations (NGOs) use in response to financial access challenges. It was organised by the Norwegian Refugee Council (NRC) and as the second in a four-part ‘Dialogue Series on Solutions to Bank Derisking’, co-funded by the Directorate-General for European Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid Operations (DG ECHO) and the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA).

The workshop was planned based on recommendations that stemmed from the first in the series in June 2022, which focused on safeguarding humanitarian banking channels and highlighted the need NGO to better understand NGO use of MTVS.

Many if not most NGOs have used MVTS in their humanitarian operations in recent years as a legitimate tool of last-resort. This is linked in large part to the widespread practice of financial sector derisking, which has accelerated over the past decade in response to the growing complexity of overlapping sanctions regimes and other regulations. This in turn has increasingly forced NGOs, international organisations and private sector stakeholders to use payment channels outside the international financial system.

Certain actors in the financial and humanitarian sectors have developed a mounting body of expertise on the use of MVTS for the safe and compliant transfer of humanitarian funds. This includes the emergence of specialist platforms to serve this purpose, and the establishment of tried and tested best practice and due diligence (DD) procedures in some NGOs and banks.

In some countries, MVTS have not only been the principal means of personal and business financing for centuries, but also have a long history of use by NGOs to distribute cash to people in vulnerable communities. In parallel, donor governments and regulators widely acknowledge that humanitarian actors frequently have no other payment channels available to them when remitting funds to or within certain countries where a variety of regulatory and legal frameworks may apply.

TERMINOLOGY MATTERS

The term hawala is widely used within the humanitarian community to refer to MVTS, however, the research found that interpretations of this term very. Hawala can carry negative connotations across sectors, particularly for those less familiar with the ways in which it can be used compliantly with appropriate checks and balances in place. In order to mitigate some of the prejudices that can be associated with the term hawala, some prefer to describe it as an informal value transfer system (IVTS). This is a useful alternative, but not always ideal given that it is not always an informal mechanism as it is regulated in some countries. As such it can be considered a money or value transfer service (MVTS) under certain jurisdictions alongside banks and other payment platforms such as Western Union and MoneyGram.

Other terms such as money service provider (MSF), value transfer system (VTS), financial service provider (FSP), money service business (MSB), money transfer operator (MTO) or merchant, which can be useful but could also refer to wider financial and business activities, including those of banks and other private sector actors.

For consistency, and to avoid potential negative connotations with the term hawala, this paper will use the term MVTS throughout.
MAIN WORKSHOP FINDINGS

Despite the positive developments outlined above, the workshop highlighted a number of outstanding challenges to NGOs’ use of MVTS:

1. Donor stances on the use of MVTS in the humanitarian sector vary across countries and tend to lack clarity or tailored guidance, including on permissible activities. In some cases, all a donor country’s funding may pass through MVTS to a recipient country despite its use being outlawed in the donor country.  

2. Gaps in understanding of the regulatory frameworks that apply to NGOs’ use of MVTS across jurisdictions, including in transit countries, hinder NGOs’ and banks’ understanding of legal financial transactions.  

3. Specialist expertise is needed for the appropriate vetting of MVTS service providers and to negotiate commission fees, but NGOs often lack the capacity and resourcing to navigate due diligence (DD) requirements, which they say can be cumbersome, time-consuming and confusing.  

4. Financial institutions (FIs) vary widely in terms of their risk appetite for humanitarian transactions that involve MVTS. Many refuse to service payments or close accounts if NGOs use MVTS.  

5. The term hawala tends to carry negative associations among some stakeholders, particularly in the global north. It might be better described in terms that evoke less strong adverse reactions, such as a MVTS.
2 WHAT ARE MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES?

MVTS are a trust and barter-based mechanism considered legitimate and legal in most donor countries, and in many of the countries in which it is used. MVTS service providers may also be referred to as MSP, FSP, IVTS or a variety of other local names. The use of MVTS-type mechanisms is most prevalent in the Middle East, North Africa, the Horn of Africa, the Indian subcontinent and Central Asia.

Similar models have also been employed elsewhere at different times, including in West Africa and in Ukraine after Russia’s war in the country in February 2022. NGOs have reported its use as a response to the mounting humanitarian needs associated with the war. MVTS are also a favoured means of transferring diaspora or household remittances to a number of countries, including Syria, and it is widely used in trade and other economic activities in Afghanistan and elsewhere.

2.1 BACKGROUND ON NGO USE OF MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES

MVTS are a tool of last resort for NGOs to fund transfers in some jurisdictions, particularly when banking channels are unavailable. They may also use other non or less-regulated remittance options, including carrying cash across borders and currency swaps.

Regulated payment channels, such as those that make use of banks, post offices, MSBs, mobile money and digital payment platforms and MTOs such as Western Union and MoneyGram may become inaccessible as a result of derisking, lack of liquidity or branch closures linked to security concerns or infrastructural damage, particularly in conflict settings. This places further demand on MVTS in certain countries.

Humanitarian payments may often involve transfer mechanisms, which could include MVTS alongside banking and MTOs. Aside from urgency and necessity, NGOs have cited a number of advantages of using MVTS in various situations despite the challenges involved. One 2017 report states that while “there is significant room and need for improvement to optimize the humanitarian reliance upon hawala, experts agree that enhanced engagement with the system may lead the way to an effective and sustainable transition from aid to long-term development and economic recovery”.

A representative of a network of NGOs described how widespread MVTS use across humanitarian organisations for both cross-border and in-country transfer of funds was seen as an efficient way to deliver cash for aid in some countries and had proven particularly resilient when supporting displaced populations: “Hawaladars have agents and networks that can move around quickly. We’ve seen cases where there was a flood or a fire, and hawaladars were the first to set up”.

A legitimate tool of last resort in response to bank derisking
NGO USE OF MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES HUMANITARIAN PAYMENTS

In Syria, MVTS have long played an important role in the transfer of NGO funds as part of humanitarian assistance for people living in hard-to-reach areas. It is also used to cover NGOs’ operational costs and supplier payments when banking facilities are unavailable. It’s use has increased in recent years as banks and other regulated payment channels have become unavailable as a result of sanctions, derisking and other pressures.

A 2015 study found that the vast majority of humanitarian funds sent to Syria went through MVTS as a result of the “almost complete exclusion of the formal banking system”. A 2017 report suggested that MVTS were the only partially scalable facility available to NGOs delivering humanitarian assistance in non-government controlled areas of the country. A 2020 report further corroborated that MVTS were the principle mode of transferring humanitarian funds into Syria, particularly in areas outside government control, and that NGOs often had to restrict their operations to locations where MVTS networks were active.

In Afghanistan, NGOs of all sizes have used MVTS for decades, and particularly after the end of Taliban rule in 2001, when MVTS reportedly became “the only functioning financial network” available to them. One 2017 study quoted an NGO specialised in food insecurity as crediting MVTS, a partially regulated sector in Afghanistan, as an “efficient, effective and transparent” system that reduced the security risks associated with the direct handling of cash and fostered community trust.

When the Taliban returned to power in August 2021, MVTS became one of the only transfer mechanism for humanitarian organisations and the private sector. A 2022 NRC report that mapped humanitarian financing channels available to NGOs found that MVTS were “widely seen as the most viable – and sometimes only – legal and legitimate option for most NGOs to send money into, and around, Afghanistan and to access physical bank notes”.

2.2 SURVEY RESULTS ON NGO USE OF MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES IN HUMANITARIAN OPERATIONS

The following outlines the results of a short, non-representative online survey put to NGO, donor and banking participants in the workshop.

NGOs

NGOs confirmed they had used MVTS for domestic transfers in Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Somalia and Syria, for cross-border transfers from Iraq and Lebanon to Syria and for cross-border transfers to Afghanistan on both a regular and one-off basis. One said the use of MVTS had been particularly well-organised in Somalia. Others said that working through an established framework such as Amanacard helped to ensure best practice given its ability to negotiate preferential fees, support DD obligations and establish common risk management mechanisms. NGOs cited a combination of reasons for having used MVTS:

- Few alternatives in the absence of payment options through regulated banking routes.
- They allowed NGOs to access hard-to-reach communities.
- They were quicker than other options.
- They overcome challenges in accessing liquidity and physical bank notes.
- They overcome security concerns by allowing organisations to handle less cash.
- They enabled operations in situations where banks were not present.

MVTS transfer volumes varied across organisations. One NGO said its largest single transaction in recent years had been USD 1.5 million, while others cited $50,000 and $20,000. Another NGO believed it was only allowed to transfer up to $5,000 via MVTS.

Responses were similarly mixed in terms of having organisational policies or standard operating procedures on MVTS use and engagement of agents at the global, regional or country level. NGOs also highlighted the need for greater clarity on regulatory frameworks, saying they believed MVTS use was restricted in donor.
countries such as the United States (US) and Germany, and illegal in Libya. When asked about their concerns about MVTS use, they mentioned the following:

- Compliance with donor agreements.
- Risk of diversion of funds, particularly to designated terrorist organisations, human rights violators or corrupt entities.
- Staff safety and security.
- Compliance with national or regional laws.

NGOs also said exchanges with one another on MVTS use happened on an ad-hoc basis in informal forums and depended on the proactivity of staff and personal relationships. One respondent said a single, consolidated forum to address these issues across jurisdictions or with different donors and banks would be useful.

**Donors**

Government participants raised a number of concerns about NGOs’ use of MVTS, including that networks could be affiliated with proscribed groups and that MVTS service providers could access unacceptable levels of information on the people who NGOs provide aid to as well as NGOs operations including the quantities and patterns of regular payments, which could pose security risks. They also cited compliance with national or regional laws, the potential for funds to be diverted and high fees, and highlighted the need to use correct DD procedures and document payments to ensure transparency. Cross-border transactions were seen as riskier than domestic ones.

Donors said they were most aware of NGOs’ need to use MVTS in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria and Türkiye. When asked which countries outlawed MVTS, they cited controls in Türkiye, Germany and government-controlled areas of Syria.

Afghanistan was a cause for particular concern, given that constraints on the country’s central bank, Da Afghanistan Bank (DAB), mean that it is currently less able than ever to enforce the regulation of MVTS, including conducting anti-money laundering (AML)/ and countering the financing of terrorism (CFT) checks against sanctioned Taliban or Haqqani members. The Taliban also seem set to restrict NGOs’ access to finance by attempting to control and influence assistance - this was observed recently in Herat, where a leading Afghan bank was asked to suspend NGO accounts - meaning a growing number of NGOs are likely to be forced to rely on less regulated mechanisms.

Donors also revealed that government guidance on the matter was inconsistent. Some said no guidance at all was in place, and others that most legal regulations were broad, centring more on risk mitigation measures such as sanctions checks. Similar variation also arose in terms of DD policies and the procedures that donors ask of NGOs across countries. Some cited the need to check the names of MVTS with domestic and United Nations sanctions lists, while others said no such mechanisms or processes were in place.

Donors generally considered MVTS fees and transaction costs as eligible for them to cover. They said they had regular conversations with NGOs about the use of MVTS, but little or no communication with each other on the issue. One participant cited the need to arrange discussions across their government’s departments and agencies - such as foreign affairs, humanitarian affairs, defence, policing and finance - to ensure a common understanding of the topic in relation to risk mitigation measures.

Donors acknowledged that there were various “myths” and incorrect perceptions around MVTS such as that they are unregulated systems, when in reality many MVTS service providers “are actually registered in the donor country or third country and some are affiliated with banks”. They also cited inconsistent and confusing situations in which some governments may ban the use of certain MVTS networks while others permit them. According to one government representative, this is often because there is no “robust understanding of what hawala and other non-traditional money transfer services offer, the need to allow their use, risks that exist and appropriate risk mitigation measures”.

**Financial institutions**

Some of the banks consulted disapproved of NGOs using MVTS. One respondent wrote: “Due to the lack of transparency within MVTS networks, banks will typically not allow B2B [bank to bank] transactions that terminate, cross or fund these flows, regardless of country”.

---
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Concerns were cited about the following:

- Diversion of funds, including risks linked to terrorist financing and money laundering.
- Staff safety and security.
- Compliance with national or regional laws.
- Governments’ inability to collect taxes from MVTS transactions.

2.3 NGO BEST PRACTICE ON USING MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES

A number of NGOs have specific, well-established and rigorous risk management and compliance procedures for MVTS use. These tend to be designed for a specific situation and based on the needs of a given country. NGOs described a number of risk mitigation strategies, including using euros rather than US dollars for transfers. This has helped to reduce blockages, although they could incur significant currency conversion fees. Others said it was important to forge and maintain regular, trusting and transparent exchanges with their banking partners about these activities.

CASE STUDY: RISK MITIGATION STRATEGIES FOR MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES USE

One international NGO representative said their organisation’s only experiences of using MVTS had been for cross-border operational funding, and that it employed a strict control framework and risk assessment procedure to do so. This requires high-level sign off if the payments exceed a certain size and after a given MVTS agent and any sub-agents have been selected and vetted in close conjunction with the NGO’s country offices. The assessment includes consideration of contractual, security and geographical risks that encompass the physical location of the MVTS and the area to which the funds are to be delivered.

The NGO only uses MVTS in extreme circumstances and only after a series of checks and operational safeguards have been carried out. MVTS service providers are also given copies of the policies, procedures and best practices that guide the contractual arrangements and outline what is expected of them. The agents are paid in arrears once confirmation is given that the payment has been executed.

The NGO has recently needed to use MVTS in places including Afghanistan, Lebanon, Syria, Ukraine and Yemen. In doing so, it encountered payment delays and found that each transaction required significant resourcing, sometimes involving a joint phone call with the banks involved in the payment chain. In the case of Syria, for example, the home bank was in Europe and the intermediary banks in Jordan and Iraq. The NGO also found that support varies from one home and correspondent bank to another and can change over time.

CASE STUDY: USING MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES TO TRANSFER HUMANITARIAN FUNDS FROM EUROPE TO SYRIA VIA IRAQ

Another international NGO described payment bottlenecks among intermediary banks when making MVTS payments to Syria via Iraq. Iraqi banks have rejected transfers with growing frequency over the past 18 months if the transactions were in US dollars and tagged for Syria. Reasons given included changes to Iraqi regulations, including new currency controls. The Iraqi government has also made it clear in recent years that it does not support NGOs based in Iraq funding operations in Syria, even though such activities are not illegal or prohibited.

These developments nearly led to the suspension of some operations in Syria and frustrated relations between the NGO in question and its trusted MVTS service providers. It also led to increased security concerns for field staff. A solution was found by making transfers in euros. The NGO calculated that this raised the estimated cost of using MVTS by five to six per cent, meaning that doing so did not represent a sustainable long-term solution.
3 PLATFORMS FOR THE SAFE TRANSFER OF HUMANITARIAN FUNDS USING MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES

Funds transfer platforms that have been developed, trialled, and successfully rolled out in poorly banked jurisdictions are described below. They enable the transparent tracking of humanitarian funds to “last-mile” project participants, which may use MVTS at some point in the transfer chain.

Amanacard is a social impact enterprise founded to support organisations in high-risk jurisdictions in minimising the footprint created by their cash-based programming, while ensuring the delivery of cash payments via vetted networks of merchants or MVTS that operate a verifiable end-to-end money transfer service.

The model, which provides confidence to banks and donors through its independent third-party financial monitoring of MVTS service providers, was originally tested in Syria. It has since been replicated in other countries, including most recently in Afghanistan, where Amanacard has facilitated the delivery of more than $10 million in aid to end project participants in all provinces.

NGOs pay a monthly subscription fee for specialist advice, logistics support in the field, DD procedures and use of the platform for tracking transactions. The tracking has proven essential in passing external audits and banks’ spot checks, according to Amanacard.

Moore Afghanistan’s HesabPay works across all mobile phone networks in the country and offers a digital wallet using either a smartphone app or a QR code card for the payment of utility bills and the transfer of domestic and international funds between individuals, companies and official bodies. It also offers users the ability to “cash out” through HesabPay agents in 34 provincial offices, which sometimes use MVTS.
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4.1 COMPLEX COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS

International legislation that requires NGOs to carry out thorough DD checks on MVTS service providers has proliferated over the past two decades. Responding to these growing compliance requirements, NGOs have highlighted the need for appropriate levels of resourcing and compliance training on MVTS use. Some have also described the DD processes as time-consuming, arduous and expensive, with no guarantees that they will be enough to reassure donors and banks.\textsuperscript{36}

Nor do NGOs always have full oversight of the intermediaries and supply chains involved in MVTS payments, which could include sanctioned entities or individuals engaged in unethical behaviour they would not want to be associated with.

A Beechwood International report indicated that it was vital to step up support for NGOs so they were able to engage in more informed and streamlined DD processes.\textsuperscript{37} The report stressed that humanitarian actors had been making decisions based on limited DD, and that some were paying inflated commission rates to MVTS service providers, meaning that money that could be used to help people in need was being lost to the intermediaries.\textsuperscript{38} A 2015 NRC study similarly suggested that expertise in carrying out enhanced DD (EDD) was sometimes lacking.\textsuperscript{39}

The Beechwood report also recommended the development of a common mechanism through which NGOs could better navigate the MVTS compliance environment. It suggested donors might consider pooling funds to create a central know-your-supplier and know-your-customer processor for their partners, which could check remitter and recipient data against sanction lists and deeper sources available from the law enforcement communities in their countries.\textsuperscript{40} It was this recommendation that led to the creation of Amanacard.

4.2 NEED FOR REGULATORY AND PROCEDURAL CLARITY ON MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES FOR THE NGO COMMUNITY

Other reports, including a 2019 Overseas Development Institute (ODI) study, suggested that MVTS were not widely understood by NGOs, but others have identified a growing grasp of MVTS use for humanitarian payments among national staff and local partner NGOs.\textsuperscript{41} Some NGOs have worked together to issue guidelines on MVTS use in countries such as Somalia, Yemen and Syria,\textsuperscript{42} and in more general terms.\textsuperscript{43} The creation of the likes of Amanacard also allows donors and banks to track the transfer of humanitarian funds from source to people in need transparently and verifiably, and can provide additional tools and capacity to the NGO community in certain countries.

Fees for MVTS use have also increased steeply in certain countries, which is a potential problem for NGOs that have no alternative but to use such channels, and particularly if donors deem the costs too high. Some observers recommend closer coordination between NGOs, and greater support and clarity on MVTS to assess the suitability of dealers and negotiate better commission rates. Amanacard already offers such a service, and the Afghanistan Cash and Voucher Working Group has proposed something similar since 2021.\textsuperscript{44} Others advocate clearer guidelines on regulatory matters and procedural mechanisms that NGOs should follow when using MVTS in humanitarian operations.
4.3 VARIATION IN DONOR STANCES ON NGO USE OF MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES

A large percentage of donor spending on humanitarian assistance passes through MVTS networks as part of the aid response to humanitarian crises, which use established and verifiable DD mechanisms.\(^45\) One major donor described MVTS as “the only option available to us in some countries, now and in the foreseeable future”. Another said MVTS “should not be perceived as an ‘informal’ payment system. Instead, it’s simply a money transfer mechanism that is not integrated into the international banking system yet is a central part of peoples’ lives”.

The money remittance services that IVTS and MSBs [or *hawaladars*] provide are often vital to those that receive them and in some cases, it may be the only access to funds they have. However, as with any non-formal routes, you should be aware of the potential for increased risk and therefore conduct enhanced due diligence in line with your charities’ or NGOs’ exposure. Banks and other financial services providers will make commercial decisions on who and where their services are provided to, independently of government. If the only option is to facilitate a payment through *Hawala* banking: obtain as much information as possible about the *Hawala* provider and the parties involved prior to making the transaction and discuss the payment route with your bank in advance.\(^48\)

Some donors emphasised their expectation that organisations simply follow and/or monitor their own DD and control procedures when using MVTS, and wherever possible communicate this engagement. As described in the case study above, some also noted that MVTS valued their reputations highly - a finding confirmed via cash working groups – and that when combined with payment in arrears, the risk of losing funds was limited.

4.4 LACK OF NGO-capacity on understanding money or value transfer services regulation in transit countries

NGOs have highlighted gaps in knowledge as an added challenge in terms of legislative frameworks that govern the use of MVTS in different transit or intermediary countries, such as those where counterparties are required to settle payments.\(^49\) This makes matters more complicated for NGOs seeking to navigate the broader regulatory landscape and could result in unforeseen risks, including that certain countries become bottlenecks in the MVTS-based transit of humanitarian funds.\(^50\)
One 2021 report argues that MVTS transfer channels should be put on a “clearer regulatory foundation in circumstances where they are the only viable options of moving money into areas of significant humanitarian need”. One major NGO highlights the resourcing burden in their central legal compliance team having to engage with local external counsels across a range of countries and keeping abreast of changes.

4.5 VARIATION IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS APPROACH TO MONEY OR VALUE TRANSFER SERVICES

The willingness of FIs to support NGO payment chains that involve MVTS varies significantly. Some have begun to do so providing compliance requirements are met, as in Afghanistan. NGO representatives have commended certain home banks for their constructive and forward-looking stance, which is said to have been facilitated through close NGO-FI relationships based on well-established and rigorous DD checks. Others, however, have refused to service such transfers.

One outstanding challenge lies in the difference in approaches taken by banks at the receiving end of the chain. Sending banks may have become more comfortable in facilitating transactions involving MVTS in countries such as the UK, but there has been greater caution from banks receiving such payments in the affected regions. In the words of one banking executive: “Western banking is still a long way from crossing the cultural void to meet hawala networks at least halfway”.

FIs said most do not see MVTS as a legitimate payment mechanism and perceived it as high-risk. They noted that there were only a small number of bespoke cases in which FIs have facilitated payments involving MVTS and these had needed extensive resources and investment. The array of compliance and licensing requirements, typically involving various jurisdictions, makes payments extremely complex and costly to process.

Representatives from FIs with experience in connecting with banks in high–risk jurisdictions to access local liquidity markets and facilitate payments said they did not currently have the risk appetite to deal with transactions that involve MVTS. They also said MVTS (specifically references to hawala) are often used as an AML case study in training courses, which perpetuates the negative perception of MVTS transactions. In the words of one banking representative: “The idea of hawala as a negative or dangerous aspect of any money movement is consistently and constantly being drilled into banking employees.”

Nor are NGOs always able to identify where in the payment chain a blockage has occurred. They also note that the approach from any given bank is subject to fluctuations and change over time, often without clearly communicating the basis for their decisions. Another sticking point is that banks often request access to lists of the people receiving aid, something NGOs tend to be reluctant to grant for reasons of security and international humanitarian law (IHL), particularly in countries subject to different jurisdictions. In some cases, NGOs have been able to share details of their programming, rather than lists of the people they are providing assistance to.
The workshop participants compiled the following recommendations, highlighting a number of areas that could benefit from further action or consideration by government and NGOs.

**Governments**

**Change regulations on NGO use of MVTS:** The use of MVTS are outlawed in some donor countries, but NGOs may need to use of it as a tool of last resort to disperse donor funds with their knowledge. This places insurmountable risk on NGOs and banks.

**Improve guidance on donor stances that guide MVTS use:** Fostering a greater understanding among NGOs of permissible activities from the perspective of their donors would reduce the risk and resourcing burden on them. It would also help to reduce the chilling effect on banks and NGOs, which may otherwise be reluctant to use such payment systems as a tool of last resort.

**Undertake and regularly update a detailed mapping exercise** that provides accurate data on MVTS regulations across states, including donor, intermediary/transit, and final receiving countries, to help banks and NGOs better understand regulations and guidance across jurisdictions.

**Provide greater support for existing platforms that use MVTS as part of humanitarian payment chains,** including pilots in new jurisdictions, which may be necessary in cases where banking facilities are unavailable or liquidity is hard to access.

**Engage with the Financial Action Task Force (FATF):** Following on from FATF’s 2013 report on the role of MVTS and similar service providers in money laundering and terrorist financing, a more accurate and up-to-date picture should be presented to the task force on NGOs’ need to use MVTS as a legitimate and necessary tool of last resort in certain humanitarian situations.

**Establish a forum for global trisector dialogue on financial sector derisking in humanitarian situations equipped to cover MVTS-related challenges:** This forum to address specific topics or geographies related to derisking challenges could also serve as a platform for sharing best practice, challenges and solutions. It could also engage with developments in the personal remittance field and the use of MVTS in trade and other economic activities. States that have a more open and forward-leaning stance on NGOs’ use of MVTS could also disseminate lessons learned and best practice via trusted existing forums, such as national trisector groups, to encourage a more harmonised approach to MVTS regulation across key donor countries.

**Raise awareness:** Extensive engagement and advocacy efforts are needed to increase banks’ understanding of what MVTS are, and how they are regulated and used, and to clarify real versus perceived risks.

**NGOs**

**Revise terminology:** Guidance on how NGOs should frame their engagement with and messaging to banks to increase acceptance of MVTS is key. The term hawala is associated with money laundering and terrorist financing for some stakeholders, but in reality it is conducted via established and regulated FSPs in several countries. Using terms such as “value transfer system” or “financial service provider” would make for less charged discussions.

**Foster trust with banks:** Changing banks’ perception of MVTS use will require efforts to develop trust and understanding between stakeholders. Banks have, for example, warned NGOs against “wire stripping”, in which key information such as “Syria” as the end destination is removed from transfers to avoid excess scrutiny. As such, NGOs should tag payments and ensure that transfers are transparent.
CONCLUSION

NGOs consider MVTS a legitimate and essential tool of last resort in countries and regions where regulated banking systems are not functioning as a result of derisking or other constraints. It is also a regular part of the socioeconomic infrastructure and has been the preferred and trusted means of transferring funds between communities in many parts of the world for centuries. It may not be part of formal banking systems, but it is still regulated in some countries.

NGOs favour existing platforms and established DD procedures that enable the dispersal and tracking of humanitarian funds in ways which donors and banks deem to be legally compliant. Views on the legitimacy of MVTS and the risks associated with it vary greatly across donor governments, however, leaving NGOs with few clear regulations and guidance. That said, the fact that MVTS are an essential mechanism for them in certain countries where formal banking channels are inaccessible is broadly recognised by humanitarian donors.

Most international banks and traditional FIs tend to consider any payments associated with MVTS an unacceptable risk, but the declining number of regulated humanitarian payment channels available means that NGOs’ use of MVTS as a legitimate instrument of last resort is likely to remain a prominent feature of the humanitarian landscape in the years to come. Indeed, given the worsening problem of financial sector derisking and its implications for unbanked regions of the world, the use of MVTS seems likely to grow. As such, timely consideration of the key challenges and opportunities associated with NGOs’ use of MVTS are vital. So too is the establishment of trust and constructive dialogue between key stakeholders across sectors on viable innovations and policy changes that can better support humanitarian payments and challenge sometimes incorrect assumptions about the compliant use of MVTS. Engagement with FATF and other key players in the field, such as leading donor governments and other public bodies, will also be important, as will bolstering capacity, awareness raising and the sharing of best practice.
1 Hawala is defined here as “[a]n informal remittance system that does not require transferors’ identity verification, or detecting and reporting [of] suspicious transactions. The transfer of money is carried out through unregulated networks with no physical or electronic movement of money. The settlement takes place between two hawaladars [where], one is the sender and the other is the receiver of the money” (MENA FAFT, 2005, Best Practices Issued by the Middle East and North Africa Financial Action Task Force Concerning the Hawala, December, https://bit.ly/3MC0zxk.

2 Co-organised and chaired by the report’s author.


6 Work on this area dates back a decade, where the UK Government commissioned a technical assessment on the topic as a result of cross-government dialogue on finding solutions to the negative impacts of de-risking, led largely by the law enforcement community. While initial attention was concentrated on Somalia, the authors of the assessment created a typology for analysing other affected countries (Thompson, Edwina, Sentis, Keith, Plummer, Robin, Catalano, Michael & Keatinge, Tom, 2013, Safer Corridors Rapid Assessment: Case Study Somalia & UK Banking, Beechwood International, Commissioned by the UK Government, September, https://bit.ly/3MHVio7. The UK’s trisector working group was established as one of the key recommendations from the research. A detailed follow-up assessment was funded by the UN in relation to Syria (Thompson, Edwina (2015) Humanitarian use of Hawala in Syria: Technical Assessment, Prepared for Aid Agencies Conducting Cross-Border Operations, Beechwood International, 31 July, https://bit.ly/3N3ZT1T). The William M. (Mac) Thornberry National Defense Authorization Act (NDDA) for Fiscal Year 2021 provides the following definition on derisking “actions taken by a financial institution to terminate, fail to initiate, or restrict a business relationship with a customer, or a category of customers, rather than manage the risk associated with that relationship consistent with risk-based supervisory or regulatory requirements, due to drivers such as profitability, reputational risk, lower risk appetites of banks, regulatory burdens or unclear expectations, and sanctions regimes”, Pub. L. No. 116-283, § 6215(c)(1), 134 Stat. 3388, 4580-81 (2020).
IVTS is defined by the United States Department of the Treasury Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (US FinCen) as “[a]ny system, mechanism, or network of people that receives money for the purpose of making the funds or an equivalent value payable to a third party in another geographic location, whether or not in the same form. The transfers generally take place outside of the conventional banking system through non-bank financial institutions or other business entities whose primary business activity may not be the transmission of money” (US FinCen, 2003, “FinCen Advisory: Informal Value Transfer Systems”, March, Issue 33, [https://bit.ly/43C6Ujl](https://bit.ly/43C6Ujl)).


An MSB is defined here as “[a]n undertaking which by way of business operates a currency exchange office, transmits money (or any representation of monetary value) by any means” (JMLSG, 2021, Current Guidance, [https://bit.ly/3MH6eCm](https://bit.ly/3MH6eCm)).

An MTO is defined here as “[a] non-deposit-taking PSP [payment service provider] where the service involves payment per transfer (or possibly payment for a set or series of transfers) by the sender to the PSP (for example, by cash or bank transfer)” (BIS, 2016, Payment aspects of financial inclusion, April, [https://bit.ly/3oC34rp](https://bit.ly/3oC34rp)).

Hawala is also the preferred mechanism for sending diaspora remittances, in many instances, as well as for conducting trade in certain countries, where its use dates back hundreds of years.

22 Present at the 1 December 2022 workshop.


31 According to one NGO, transactions outside the commercial banks approved by the Central Bank of Libya are considered a criminal offense according to Article 49 of Libya's AML Law. The offender is liable to ten years in prison and a fine. According to Paragraph 3 of the same article, the institution would also be prohibited from carrying out its activities in Libya in the event that it violates the provisions of this law.

32 The USA Patriot Act provides oversight to US regulators regarding all dollar transfers in obliging them to pass through US correspondent banks, which can be a source of delays and blockages.

33 The founder, Dr Edwina Thompson, based the system on her research in Afghanistan since early 2000s, with her PhD on the money systems of the country was published by Oxford University Press, Trust is the Coin of the Realm: Lessons from the Money Men in Afghanistan. She also led the research on the UK Government Safer Corridors initiative in 2013.

34 Identities of merchants (or MVTS) and recipients are protected at every point in the engagement due to strict access controls and data privacy built into the system's architecture, according to the organisation.

35 According to HesabPay's brochure: “any person with a smartphone can provide their identification on the app and register to use HesabPay. Any person with a simple phone and any SIM card can register through an agent who has a smartphone to photograph their ID... Through HesabPay, donors can immediately send digital Afghani to any registered phone number instantly, securely and in full compliance with Afghan and international legal compliance requirements, including US- Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)".


According to anonymous interviews with donor governments working on the humanitarian situation in the Syrian Arab Republic in early 2021.

FATF has also issued some forms of guidance on the use of hawala by NGOs, dating back to at least 2013. See, for example: [https://bit.ly/4SAYryC](https://bit.ly/4SAYryC).


UK Charity Commission guidance, for example, includes a detailed chapter on moving funds internationally, including via hawala, with pages 21-25 dedicated to using “intermediaries”, noting that “Trustees should consider appropriate financial controls, risk management and assurance procedures...to demonstrate effective management and conduct when using intermediaries, including proper decision making and the identification and management of any problems” (Charity Commission for England & Wales, 2021: 8).


